Scalar field dark matter likely is able to solve the small-scale cosmology problems facing the cold dark matter (CDM), and has become an emerging contender to challenge the CDM. It however requires a particle mass ∼ 1 − 2 × 10 −22 eV. We find such an extremely small particle mass can naturally arise from a non-QCD axion mechanism, under fairly general assumptions that the axion is the dominant dark matter, and a few species of self-interacting light particles of comparable masses and a massless gauge boson both decouple from the bright sector since the photon temperature exceeds 200 GeV. These assumptions also set the axion decay constant scale to several ×10 16 GeV. Given the above axion mass, we further pin down the dark-sector particles to consist of single-handed fermion and anti-fermion. With a mass around 92 − 128 eV, these dark-sector fermions may constitute a minority population of dark matter. In the simplest SU(2) gauge field model, a dilute instanton gas as dark photons can contribute to about 2.5% of the total relativistic relics in the cosmic microwave background radiation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The scalar field dark matter has been in recent years gaining supports as a viable dark matter candidate [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In particular, the complex scalar field, dubbed ψDM, of boson mass m a = 10 −22 eV has been shown to solve the most pressing small-scale cosmology problems,
i.e., the core-cusp problem and the missing satellite problem of CDM [1] . It also solves the catch-22 problem facing the warm dark matter [11] . These are all small-scale problems associated with small galaxies. Observations of Lyman-α forests place another constraint on the next scale about 1Mpc (co-moving coordinate) for alternative dark matter models [12, 13] . ψDM of m a ≈ 10 −22 eV has been shown to be marginally consistent with the data of Lyman-α forests [10] , but an increase of particle mass by a factor 2 will definitely ease the tension.
From astrophysics standpoint, ψDM offers a new window of opportunity for quantitative comparisons with more unsolved problems. But from particle physics standpoint, it remains enigmatic for a particle that is so light. String theories have predicted an axiverse with a hierarchy of light particle masses [14, 15] . The axiverse has so far gained no support from astronomical observations, which tend to favor a narrow range of mass scale. Despite this, the axion mechanism is still very attractive, in that it has almost no tunable parameter in some regime, thus making the predictions solid and definitive.
Axion mechanism is originally proposed by Peccei and Quinn to solve the CP problem in strong interactions [16, 17] . When the axion decay constant f a is taken to be around 100
GeV for the Higgs field in the original proposals, axions of 0.1 − 1 MeV mass were predicted [18, 19] , and no such axions were detected in experiments. The Higgs field is later replaced by an exotic large field, f a = 10 11−13 GeV, and due to the large field suppression, axions become so weakly interacting that they are invisible [20] [21] [22] [23] . The invisible axion is a viable CDM candidate.
In both Peccei-Quinn and invisible axion models, axions acquire mass from a coupling to the QCD gauge boson and √ m a f a ∼ 100 MeV [24] . Here we take a different path and consider a non-QCD axion. In our model, we only assume that a few species of light selfinteracting particles in the dark sector, which help generate axions, get decoupled from Standard Model (SM) particles ever since T = 200 GeV, and that the axion is the primary dark matter in the present universe, although the relics of these light particles may survive annihilation as a minority dark matter component. These two assumptions set the desired axion mass scale and the axion decay constant scale. 
II. AXION MASS SCALE
To obtain the axion mass scale and the energy scale of the axion decay constant, we first work backward in time in the radiation dominant era, starting from the radiation-matter equality where the axion energy density (1/2)m 2 a f 2 a θ 2 equals the radiation energy density at T eq ∼ 0.73 eV, or Ω m = 0.3. At the onset of mass oscillation, we have
where θ 0 is the initial value of the axion field and q is the axion fraction of the dark matter, 100% for q = 1. Here 6/5 accounts for the 1/6 baryon contribution to the cold matter, θ 0 is the initial axion field amplitude and ρ eq = (g eq π 2 /30)T 4 eq , the radiation (photon+neutrino) energy density at radiation-matter equality with the degree of freedom g eq = 3.36.
On the other hand, H m /H eq = m a /3H eq and H m /H eq = (T m /T eq ) 2 . Thus it follows
Substituting T m in Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), we find
where H eq = 3.6 × 10 −28 h eV and h = H 0 /100km/s/Mpc have been used to obtain the second equality. The factor 1.84 = 2(5/6)(3.36π 2 /30) comes from Eq.(1). Equation (3) is a model-independent result in the cold-start regime.
Next, we proceed forward in time starting from high energy before the axion oscillation, and we pursue a specific axion creation scenario in the dark sector. The partition of energy density between the bright sector and the dark sector is proportional to the degrees of freedom. The bright sector contains all SM particles at T = 200 GeV and has the effective degrees of freedom g = 106.8. On the other hand, we assume that the dark sector light particles already get decoupled from the bright sector and have g d degrees of freedom at T = 200 GeV. Due to particle annihilation, the bright sector eventually contains 2 photon degrees of freedom below 500keV. By contrast, during the time between T = 200 GeV and T = 500 keV, the dark sector has not had particle annihilation, since these dark light particles are still relativistic.
Conservation of entropy demands that the bright sector photon temperature be raised by a factor (106.8/2) 1/3 compared to the dark sector temperature. But this needs to be corrected for neutrino decoupling at ∼ MeV, where the original g = 2 + (7/8)(4 + 6) becomes g = 2 + (7/8)(4). This brings down the temperature ratio to (27.3) 1/3 . We letT be the dark sector temperature, andT = (1/27.3) 1/3 T for T < 500 keV.
The axion mass oscillation occurs at T m , and we now match the two conditions derived from backward in time and from forward in time at T = T m . The ratio of energy densities between the dark sector and the bright sector at T m is ρ d,m /ρ m = (g d /g eq )(1/27.3) 4/3 . At the onset of the axion oscillation, a fraction r of the dark sector particle energy must be converted to create the axion potential. Thus the axion initial potential energy density at
Inverting T m from Eq. (1) 
Equations (2.3) and (2.5) can combine to yield
and
From Eq.(2), we can also obtain the temperature in the bright sector
and that in the dark sectorT
Equations (5) -(9) mark our main results, which depend on one relevant factor rg d . In the next section we shall argue that rg d cannot be far from unity if axions are to be the primary dark matter.
Before doing that, we shall examine other energies given the observed axion mass constraints. The standard values for h = 0.67 and T eq = 0.73eV are useful to evaluate the above numbers. We assume the dark matter is entirely composed of axions, thus q = 1. When the factor rg d = 0.6 − 0.43, we recover the ψDM boson mass ∼ 1 − 2 × 10 −22 eV determined from dwarf galaxy observations and constrained by Lyman-α forest data. Comparing Eqs. What do θ 0 and rg d mean? The fudge factor θ 0 ∼ 1 is of anthropic origin, reflecting the fact that we happen to live in a patch of the universe with Ω m h 2 = 0.13 thus T eq ∼ 0.73 eV, and in a different patch of the universe where θ 0 is different, T eq will be different to keep the same physics, i.e., m a and Λ. Hence θ 0 has no physical relevance. However, the factor rg d has particle physics significance. This factor can be interpreted as the degrees of freedom given to the axion potential energy density measured in unit dark radiation energy density.
III. DARK AXION MODEL
Let us suppose the dark sector to consist of weakly-interacting fermions with a mixture of Dirac and Majorana masses so that they contain a finite CP violating phase φ, and the massless SU(2) gauge bosons that form instantons and gauge couple to fermions. The instanton ground state is a superposition of a series of individual instantons of different positive and negative integer winding numbers, i.e., a dilute instanton gas. When fermions annihilate, the CP violating phase φ must go somewhere. The instanton gas would need to adjust to generate an energetically unfavorable fractional averaged winding number to accommodate the arbitrary CP violating φ. To ease the tension, a third dynamical fieldθ therefore arises and in place of instantons to absorb φ. With the presence ofθ, the instantons have an average winding number ∝θ +φ, which is energetically favorable since (θ +φ) = 0.
Here,θ + φ(≡ θ) is the axion field and proportional to the force acting on the axion; hence the axion potential is ∝ θ 2 .
When one further identifies θ to be the angle of the large field, one immediately realizes that it is the CP violating phase φ of dark-sector fermions that breaks the rotational symmetry and induces a tilt to the originally axisymmetric potential of the large field. Thus, the action of transferring φ is in between the dark-sector fermions and the axions; the instanton gas is merely a background medium that is passively perturbed by the release of φ.
Hence when CP violating fermions annihilate, the released rest mass energy must largely be converted to the axion potential to produce resonance oscillation, and leaves little to share with the instanton random excitations as heat. [28] The above picture is in the zero temperature limit. At finite temperature, the picture does not change, except one must distinguish the rest mass energy that is converted to the axion potential and the kinetic energy that is dumped to the heat bath. The rest mass energy is released at the time when particles become trans-relativistic, and we have indeed seen Λ ∼T m for a wide range of rg d , which is strongly suggestive that dark particles have masses ∼ Λ and they are just becoming trans-relativistic to make the energy conversion.
To calculate the rest mass (or binding) energy density released during the annihilation, we can again make use of entropy conservation. Consider an amount of matter and antimatter annihilated in a static box. The excess energy density released by annihilation is proportional
, where g p is the initial degree of freedom that decreases to g q . Hence the fractional excess energy density per annihilation is
as q → p. This 1/3 fraction originally yields a rise of thermal energy due to the release of rest mass energy, but it now needs to work on the creation of axions in such a way that the thermal energy density remains unchanged before and after the annihilation. The total entropy is still conserved as axions are created with finite entropy arising from an axion chemical potential. The chemical potential is important for axions to condense into a BEC state, a subject that we will not discuss in this paper.
For a finite change of g d factor, we sum up many infinitesimal changes to obtain the total converted energy density per (π 2 /30)T 4 , and therefore
where
is the final value after particle annihilation. is seen in the combined analysis [27] . Clearly more precision data are needed to pin down this issue.
